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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

Sign language varieties of Indonesia:
A linguistic and sociolinguistic investigation

Nick Palfreyman
University of Central Lancashire

The field of sign language sociolinguistics took a giant leap forward with pioneering research on variation
in American Sign Language by Lucas et al. (2001), and this thesis applies similar techniques to two
Indonesian sign language varieties used in the cities of Solo (Java) and Makassar (Sulawesi). Where Lucas
and her colleagues looked at handshape, location drop, null-pronoun variation and lexical variation, this
thesis is concerned with the grammatical domains of completion and negation. In the Solo and Makassar
varieties, both domains are beset by forms exhibiting complex multifunctionality, with typologically
unusual features and grammatical variants that are unattested in other sign languages. Considerable lexical
and grammatical variation is found in both varieties, but there are very few categorical differences, and
quantitative analysis confirms that this variation rarely patterns according to urban centre. Instead, there is
extensive intra-urban variation. But while grammaticalisation can be observed for both domains in both
varieties, there is evidence to suggest that Solo – particularly its younger signers – sometimes favours
variants that are more morphologically complex. One of the aims of the thesis is to identify some of the key
linguistic and social factors that can explain this variation.
Indonesia is spread across a vast archipelago with a population of over 240 million, and census data suggest
that at least 500,000 people have a profound level of deafness (Palfreyman, this thesis). Given the size of
the sign community and the great cultural and ethnic diversity that typifies Indonesia and other parts of
South East Asia, the dearth of attention that they have received from sign linguists is remarkable (Fischer
and Gong 2010:518). An exception is Kata Kolok, a rural sign language variety used in the north of Bali,
documented by Marsaja (2008) and de Vos (2012).
Lexicostatistical methods championed by Woodward (1993, 2000, 2011) have recently been applied to
Indonesia (Isma 2012), but there are several concerns as to how appropriate this is from a theoretical point
of view, and given the Indonesian context. Chapter 2 summarises these concerns, and makes a case for
marrying methods from linguistic typology and Variationist Sociolinguistics. Typological methods are
applied to document each grammatical domain with reference to structures found cross-linguistically.
Methods from Variationist Sociolinguistics are then applied to see whether factors such as region are
statistically significant in predicting the realisation of lexical and grammatical variables. The research is
guided by three questions:
1) How similar are the sign language varieties of Solo and Makassar in the grammatical domains of
completion and negation?
2) Which linguistic and social factors account for the choice of lexical and grammatical variants in these
domains?
3) How can the history of contact between urban sub-communities of sign language users help to explain
the patterns observed?

These are operationalised and investigated with respect to linguistic data from the Corpus of Indonesian
Sign Language Varieties, which comprises three hours of mostly spontaneous conversation from 38 signers
in Solo and Makassar, filmed in dyads, triads and tetrads. Data are transcribed and variants from each target
domain are annotated to enable further analysis. In addition, a range of sources are used to shed light on the
sociohistorical context, including a mapping exercise; written documents obtained from the archives of
schools and deaf organisations; and interviews with deaf individuals and Dutch missionaries who worked
in deaf schools. Details of the methods used, and ethical considerations, are provided in chapter 3.
Language contact: the sociohistorical context
Historic links are identified between sub-communities of signers across the Indonesian archipelago in
chapter 4. These links signal the emergence and development of an extensive network through which sign
language has been transmitted, and variants diffused. Given the absence of records, it is impossible to be
certain about the origins of sign varieties used by urban deaf communities in Indonesia, but the available
evidence suggests that these varieties developed following the establishment of private deaf schools by the
Dutch from the 1930s onwards. An interview with an elder member of the community suggests that urban
sign varieties have been used in Indonesia since at least the 1950s, suggesting a probable time-depth of
around 60 years. Enrolment books show that, in the early years, deaf children attended these schools from
across the archipelago, enabling diffusion on their return home, while the huge distances between urban
centres allowed for considerable local innovation in relative isolation.
The subsequent convergence and divergence of varieties across Indonesia has been enabled partly through
contact between sub-communities of signers, beginning with alumni associations that went on to become
social deaf organisations. These networks became stronger and more elaborate as a result of internal
migration and social contact facilitated by deaf people searching for work, marriages, national gatherings
of scouts and guides, and national sports events. More recently, new technologies such as 3G phones have
reinforced social networks at the national level.
Four kinds of linguistic diffusion are noted in chapter 4: (i) diffusion through schoolisation
(school↔urban), (ii) diffusion through urbanisation (rural↔urban), (iii) diffusion through internal
migration and social contact (urban↔urban) and (iv) diffusion through transnational language contact
(country↔country). Deaf Indonesians increasingly take part in events at local, regional, national and
international levels, and this has inevitable consequences for the structure of Indonesia’s sign varieties.
Variation in the domain of completion
There are compelling reasons to look at the grammatical domain of completion in these varieties, including
the relatively high frequency of completive aspect markers, the existence of formal variation, and the
cultural significance of completion in Indonesia. Chapter 5 introduces four particles from the data that have
a core completive meaning: these are glossed SUDAH:1, SUDAH:2, SUDAH:3 and SUDAH:4 after the
Indonesian completive sudah. Evidence is presented to suggest that these may have grammaticalised from
signs meaning ‘lost’, ‘run out’, ‘that’s all’ and ‘good/ready’, respectively. These lexical variants occur in
both varieties, with a strikingly similar distribution in each variety. In addition to their use as free particles
(1), all four may cliticise, i.e. lose their phonological independence and become bound to a host, usually
the predicate, as in (2).
(1)

MEET
SUDAH:3
‘(I) have already met (her).’

(2)

MEET=SUDAH:3
‘(I) have already met (her).’

While manual particles are usually accompanied by a simultaneous mouthing, completion can also be
expressed through mouthing alone. In these cases, the mouthing is often coextensive with other predicates,
on which it confers a completive aspect (3). While completive mouth gestures have been attested for
Turkish Sign Language (Dikyuva 2011) and Kata Kolok (de Vos 2012), the grammatical use of completive
mouthings does not appear to have been noted in the literature before. In addition, while the Makassarese
variety borrows a completive mouthing sudah from the national spoken language, Indonesian (3), the Solo
variety borrows both sudah and wis, a completive in the local language, Javanese (4). Recent research

suggests that, for Solonese signers, the choice of mouthing is socially significant, and is used to create a
distinct Javanese identity (Palfreyman forthcoming).
(3)

sudah
CL:CARRY-BASKET
CL:PUT-BASKET-DOWN
‘(I) carried the basket of clothes (upstairs) and put it down, and then…’

(4)

wis
ADULT
SUDAH:3
‘He is already grown up now.’

In total, 299 instances of completion are identified in the corpus, and coded for form, sub-function and
other linguistic and social factors. Multivariate analysis of the lexical variable (discounting instances of
completion by mouthing alone) shows that region is a statistically significant factor for predicting the
realisation of only two variants (SUDAH:3 and SUDAH:4); the former favoured by Solonese signers and
the latter by Makassarese signers. Region is not significant for the two most frequent variants, SUDAH:1
and SUDAH:2. Other factors found to be significant in the choice of variant are syntactic position (pre/post-predicate), presence of narrative advancement, previous realisation of the variable, and text type
(narrative or dialogue).
Instances of completion can also be categorised as one of three grammatical variants: (i) free particle
(n=215), (ii) cliticised particle (49), and (iii) completion by mouthing alone (35). According to analysis of
this grammatical variable, region and age are statistically significant for the realisation of completion, with
older signers and signers from Makassar disfavouring the use of completive clitics. These findings imply
language change in the domain of completion, with younger Solonese signers preferring forms that are
more morphologically complex. Conversely, the expression of completion through mouthing alone appears
to be relatively stable, with no indication that this is becoming more or less frequent.
Variation in the domain of negation
The Solo and Makassar varieties are found to be manual dominant (Zeshan 2006), relying on manual forms
to reverse the polarity of the clause. This is similar to several other Asian sign languages such as Kata
Kolok (de Vos 2012) and Hong Kong Sign Language (Tang 2006). A search of the corpus for instances of
grammatical negation results in 808 tokens, of which the four most frequent types of negation are as
follows:
(i) negative particles (n=377), including TIDAK, the basic clause negator
(ii) negative clitics (134)
The inventory of particles and clitics is similar in both varieties, with one exception: the Solo variety
exhibits layering (Hopper 1991:22), with a new dedicated form, TIDAK-ADA, available alongside TIDAK.
This new form expresses negative existence and completion, while in the Makassar variety TIDAK
expresses all of these functions, and has a larger functional load.
(iii) constructions with a predicate mouthed simultaneously with TIDAK (131)
This occurs for high frequency predicates. For example, the Indonesian mau (‘want’) can be mouthed coextensively with the basic clause negator, TIDAK, giving the meaning ‘not want’. This may be rare crosslinguistically, but there are many examples in the corpus where signers creatively isolate the function of
manual and non-manual articulators, signifying two or more discrete meanings concurrently.
(iv) negative suppletives (126), where the predicate is negated not by regular means of negation but using
a single sign with a maximally irregular form. These occur for high frequency predicates and have meanings
such as ‘cannot’, ‘not know a person’, ‘never’ and ‘not yet’. This variant occurs in both varieties, though
Solo appears to have a larger set of suppletive forms. There is a notable difference between these and
suppletives reported for other sign languages to date. In Catalan Sign Language PODER (‘can’) cannot be
negated with a regular particle, and the suppletive PODER-NEG must be used (Pfau & Quer 2007:21).

Conversely, negative suppletives in the Corpus of Indonesian Sign Language Varieties often co-occur with
other grammatical variants, for example the predicate might be negated using a suppletive, in one clause,
and by variants (i), (ii) or (iii) in the next; with this in mind, chapter 6 argues for extending the definition
of suppletion.
These four types of negation are regarded as variant paradigms, since many frequent predicates are negated
using more than one type, and some can be negated using all four. Factors found to be statistically
significant in predicting the realisation of the paradigmatic variable include several factors: predicate type
(active, stative, nominal), response status (response, interjection or neither), constructed dialogue (deaf role,
hearing role or neither), headshake presence, and syntagm of negation. As with completion, social factors
are also important. With negative suppletion as an application value, age and region are significant: again,
older signers in Makassar are found to disprefer the use of negative suppletive variants, and so it is younger
signers in Solo who appear to be driving language change here.
Syntactic variation is also covered in chapter 6. Once the variable is circumscribed, 24.1% of negative
constructions are found to occur in a pre-predicate slot, and 75.9% in a post-predicate or clause-final slot
(n=238). Region and gender are significant factors, with women favouring a pre-predicate position (which
reflects the order of Indonesian), along with signers from Solo. For gender, this would seem to mirror
findings from other studies: Lucas and colleagues, for example, report that women may ‘produce more
pronouns than men because overt pronouns represent a prestige variant’ (Lucas et al. 2001: 172).
Conclusion
The final chapter brings the findings together, and explores how completive and negative variants came to
be diffused across an extensive network of sign sub-communities across the archipelago. Linguistically, the
patterns of variation found across Indonesia appear to be highly complex, and this can be explained by a
range of linguistic and social factors that act simultaneously. Several factors exert a converging force, such
as the education system, the abundance of contact between sub-communities, and widespread contact with
the national language. Conversely, other factors have the opposite effect, such as geographic isolation and
the existence of local languages, gestures, identities, religions and customs. This tension results in the
perpetuation of linguistic heterogeneity across Indonesian sign varieties.
The grammatical domains of completion and negation reveal considerable lexical and grammatical
variation and, on the surface, variation does not seem to pattern according to urban centre. However, there
is evidence to suggest that, in some ways, these domains are more complex in Solo, compared with
Makassar. Findings of multivariate analysis point to the conclusion that these domains are becoming more
irregular over time, with forms increasing in morphological complexity (cliticisation) and irregularity
(suppletion), and the corpus data indicate that this change is being led by younger signers, especially from
Solo. If completive and negative forms are indeed increasing in complexity and irregularity, as this thesis
contends, then further research is needed to investigate whether the relative complexity of social networks
has a role to play in these changes.
Given the dearth of linguistic documentation, there was uncertainty at the outset of this study as to whether
the Solo and Makassar varieties are more appropriately regarded as separate languages, or dialects of the
same language, namely BISINDO (Bahasa Isyarat Indonesia, or ‘Indonesian Sign Language’). BISINDO
is the preferred term of the Indonesian Association for the Welfare of the Deaf, but this term exists in
conflict with the findings of lexicostatistical approaches. The (socio)linguistic perspectives explored in this
investigation suggest that Indonesian sign varieties have striking and informative parallels with variation
across isolects of Malay, the spoken language used all over the archipelago. It therefore seems to make
sense to refer to isolects of a single language (Solo BISINDO, Makassar BISINDO, and so on) while still
identifying BISINDO as a single linguistic entity.
This investigation raises a methodological challenge to practitioners who continue to use lexicostatistical
methods that were devised in the 1950s. It shows that rapid wordlist elicitation and lexicostatistics
motivated by language delineation cannot cope with the complexity of (socio)linguistic variation in
Indonesia, and offers little value for sign communities. Sign language sociolinguists are urged to welcome

conceptual frameworks and analytic practices nurtured by spoken language sociolinguists over the last 50
years, and to apply these practices and frameworks with active and ongoing participation from sign
communities, in line with a model of continuous engagement (Dikyuva et al., 2012; Dikyuva, 2013).
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